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LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR SPRING BASKETBALL & VOLLEYBALL

Hop Your Way to the
Annual NBGC
Easter Egg Hunt!
Come join us Saturday, April 15th for an Easter Egg Hunt.
Everyone receives an Easter basket and will meet the Easter
Bunny! Over 2,000 plastic eggs will be scattered throughout the
park, playground and tennis courts.

Saturday, April 15th
Time:
Register from 9:00-9:30am
Easter Egg Hunt at 10:00am
Where:
NBGC Clubhouse
NO NEED TO REGISTER IN ADVANCE

Come Out And Show Your Support For NBGC!

YOU ARE INVITED TO A KITCHEN SHOWER!
Our building was built in 1958 and the kitchen was last
remodeled in 1974. This year we are taking on a major
kitchen renovation and would like to add all the extras to
make this a great place to prepare a meal. The teens and
college staff come straight from school to the clubhouse and
we would like to encourage them to cook a healthy snack or
meal instead of stopping at the local fast food place. Often
the Clubhouse is where they spent the most time, working
with the young members, studying or doing homework.
Thank you for helping us make our kitchen a place they can
come together and share a meal.
If you would like to make a donation of a gift card or
purchase an item for the kitchen – please use the Amazon
Wish List link below.
Thank you to the Maxfield Family for the Container Store
Gift Card and Cozzini Bros for the knife set and cutting board.

http://smile.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/2W32WG0284E3Q/
ref=bnav_topnav_lists_2

Join the Revere Park Advisory
Council for their annual clean
up from 9am till 12pm
2509 W. Irving Park Rd.
Please register online by April 7th for t-shirts and supplies at

https://fotp.org/events-page/earth-day/

Follow us on Facebook

@revereparkadvisorycouncil
Sponsored by:
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DISCOVERY LEAGUE

DAISY LEAGUE

Sergio Arroyo, League Director
Sophomore at Northeastern Illinois University
Sergio@nbgc.org

Karlie Kielnik, League Director
Junior at Lake View High School
Karlie@nbgc.org

Playing in the first game of day were the Cougars vs. the Tigers. Both teams
came out ready for the first day of hockey with so much energy. Starting in
goal for the Cougars was Tyler Samonds. Defending the goal for the Tigers was
Destyn James. The Cougars had 12 saves in first half, while the Tigers had 10.
On defense for the Tigers, Jude Battin, made great plays clearing the puck
out of the zone and helping the offense. On offense for the Cougars, William
Wigmore had a great backhand shot that helped him pick up a few goals in
the game. Heading into the second half, Clayton Balch and Destyn James were
able to get a few goals by taking some great wrist shots. Standing strong on
the blue line for the Cougars was Jacob Zanayed along with Joseph Zanayed.
They were both able clear many pucks out of their zone and back down the
court. Great game to end the season boys! Playing for the Tigers was Clayton
Balch, Jude Battin, Mason James, Destyn James, and Julian Summer. Playing
for the Cougars was Luke Burmeister, Gus Maconochie, Luka Pieper, Tyler
Samonds, Gage VanAwken, Jacob Zanayed, and Joseph Zanayed.

Playing in the second game of day were the Bobcats vs. the Locusts. Today’s
game was a great one for both teams. Each team played strong, they had
great shots on goal and even better passing. Taking great wrist shots
throughout the game from the Bobcats was Brooks Beeson, along with Sam
Kantoff. Making great shot blocks on defense for the Locusts was Hamish
Cameron and teammate Thomas Huge. Taking great shots all throughout the
game were both Ryan Vollinger and Nate Dede. All throughout the game both
teams had taken numerous shots on goal, and both defenses had blocked
many great scoring chances. Great job everyone on a great game and an even
better season! Playing for the Bobcats was Caden Baker, Brooks Beeson, Sam
Kantoff, Khalil Patel, Jake Siefert, Oliver Tocci, Ryan Vollinger, and William
Wigmore. Playing for the Locusts was Hamish Cameron, Nate Dede, Augguie
Escudier, Henry Fee, Jake Gentzen, Thomas Hawkins, Thomas Huge, and William Hunt.
Playing in the third game of day were the Bees vs. the Eagles. Both teams
were ready for a great game of hockey, all of the kids have shown great
passing and shooting skills during the first few games and were ready to show
it again today. Starting in between the pipes for the Bees was JJ Uriostegui, for
the Eagles was Nathan Alvarez. All throughout the first half both goaltenders
made numerous. Taking great wrist and slap shots for the Eagles was Brooks
DePalo and Cresencio Teodoro. Standing strong on defense for the Bees was
Jack Zaikos along with teammate Sawyer Mytty. The defense pair was able
to clear away a lot of pucks that came in their zone. Standing strong on the
blue line for the Eagles was Walter Pleitt and Alexander Salmi, who also made
great stops on defense to help their team in the game. Playing for the Bees
were TJ Goodin, Lex Hoffman, Sawyer Mytty, Jasper Nechas, Miller Saddoris, JJ
Uriostegui, and Jack Zaikos. Playing for the Eagles was Nathan Alvarez, Brooks DePalo,
Walter Pleitt, Eduardo Salinas, Alexander Salmi, Cresencio Teodoro, and Cillian Ward.
Playing in the fourth game of day were the Spartans vs. Jaguars. Both teams
were ready to play their final floor hockey game of the year before facing the
parents next week. The starting goaltender today for the Jaguars was Jae
Engel, for the Spartans was Alban Ryan. Starting the game with some great
shots on goal were both Jae Engel and Cristian Aguilar. Making great blocks
and stops on defense for the Spartans were both Alban Ryan and Maxwell
Szostak. Heading into the second half both teams made great plays that kept
the puck on both sides of the court which made it a really great game to
watch. Making great passes to their teammates was Henry Hogan and Colin
Ryckman. Showing great stick handling skills were Jackson Pearson, and
Javier Gomez. Both kids were able to win many of the face offs that they took.
Playing for the Jaguars was Cristian Aguilar, Jae Engel, Miles Monarrez,
Jackson Pearson, Mekhi Ray, and Colin Ryckman. Playing for the Spartans
was Julian Ayala, Javier Gomez, Henry Hogan, Giovanni Poirier, Alban Ryan,
Maxwell Szostak, and Adrian Soto. Playing in the fifth game of day were the
Panthers vs. Hornets. Both teams came out ready to play their last regular
season floor hockey game before they face the parents next week. The first
half was full of energy and excitement from both teams. Elijah Carli and Jake
Pease did amazing on offense for the Panthers. The Hornets also made a
strong push thanks to Diego Ojeda and Tommy Queroz. Calder Brysiewicz
made some great steals on defense and passes on offense for the Panthers.
Andy Kraman helped out his goalie with numerous clears on defense. Great
game today boys, good job on an amazing season! Playing for the Panthers
was Calder Brysiewicz, Elijah Carli, Eli Dunlop, Nathan Gonzalez, Jake Pease,
Stellan Rizzuti, Dylan Stoelinga, and Ellis Eichenseer. Playing for the Hornets
was Michael Gardner, Andy Kraman, Connor Linquist, Quetin Maher, Diego
Ojeda, and Tommy Queroz.

Sign Up For Spring Basketball &
Volleyball Today!
SHARE YOUR PHOTOS WITH US!
Did you happen to take the best action shot of your child or
the team they are on? Share your photo’s with us and you
may just see them in our Monkeyshine or on our social
media sites. Please always remember to “tag” us in your
posts and “check in” to show your NBGC love!

This Thursday marked the last regular season game for the daisy girls. The two
teams playing this incredible game were the Alligators and the Lizards.
Playing for the Alligators were Hayden Gomez-Duet, Avaliese Mateo, Jordan
Alfafara, Izabella Marrero, and Evelyn Murray. Playing for the Lizards were
Rosalyn Bailenson, Linden Durham, Lauren Helm. Ameli Perez, and Aneli
Perez. Stating off the game, Jordan Alfafara and Rosalyn Bailenson were
goalies. Avaliese Mateo of the Alligators and Lauren Helm of the Lizards
started off the game with a face off. The Alligators were quick on their feet to
get to the puck, with Hayden Gomez-Duet on defense clearing the puck
whenever she had the chance. Ameli and Aneli Perez worked together to try
and score some goals, while Linden Durham guarded her side of the court on
defense! Many shots were made during the first half, but more action was
soon to come in the second half! Goalies Hayden Gomez-Duet and Aneli
Perez were alert and prepared to block any shots from coming into their
net. Evelyn Murray was a key player for the Alligators offense, passing the
puck to Jordan Alfafara. Jordan was ready by the Lizards net, and was quick
to shoot the puck as soon as she received the pass from Evelyn. Lauren Helm
and Linden Durham were a dynamic duo when it came to Lizards offense.
They worked together to maneuver through the Alligators tough defense to
take some shots to their net. Both teams did an excellent job cheering on one
another. as always. This was a great game to end an amazing season, and the
girls can't wait to beat their parent so this Saturday for the Parent vs. Kids game!

PEBBLE LEAGUE
Dalia Arroyo, League Director
Senior at Lane Tech
Dalia@nbgc.org
After the final games of the season the Wildcats were declared the league
champions with an undefeated season. Starting off the game Ainsley Carter
was the goalie for the All-stars and Lucy Mehlis was the goalie for the
Wildcats. The first half of the game was very intense with a lot of back and
forth puck movements. A quick pass from Samantha Earnest to Claire Golden
resulted in a quick shot, putting the Wildcats on the board. Throughout the
half Taylor Freeman and Lyla Hamilton showed great team work and
communication. As they headed into the second half of the game Simona
Amberg was goalie for the All-stars and Ramona Yuille was the goalie for the
Wildcats. Both goalies had many exceptional saves and were quick to get on
top of the puck. Alexa Shelist did a great job chasing after the puck and
helping out her teammates. Once again the Wildcats held up a strong defense
to keep the All-stars from scoring. Evie Vigerust and Claire Golden each got
one more shot on their opponents, making the final score 3-0 in favor of the
Wildcats. Playing for the Wildcats was Caroline Dunlop, Samantha Earnest,
Claire Golden, Lucy Mehlis, Evie Vigerust, and Ramona Yuille. Playing for the
All-stars was Taylor Freeman, Lyla Hamilton, Ainsley Carter, Alexa Shelist,
Skylar Shelist, Saisha Kapoor, Cassidy Carter, Simona Amberg, and Isabella Leal.

SENIOR LEAGUE
Cassie Kielnik, League Director
Recent Graduate of DePaul University
Cassie@nbgc.org
This past Monday night the Pumas and the All-Stars took to the volleyball
court to play an incredible and action-packed game! Playing for the All-Stars
was Grace Shrifter, Heidi Stauber, Addison Stoner, Karla Garibay, Mya
Figueroa, Jena Valencia, Jaha Zivahovic, Rosie Palacios, and Natalie Lara.
Playing for the Pumas was Josalyn Alveo, Simone Daly, Daniela Rico, Angelica
Sotelo, Paige Wilson, and Lauren Wilson. The Pumas won the serve and with
two great underhand serves by Josalyn Alveo, they took the lead. But the
All-Stars showed great energy and teamwork and got the ball back. Karla
Garibay brought an early lead for the All-Stars with 15 consecutive powerful
underhand serves with 3 ace serves giving the All-Stars a 16-2 lead. After a
quick timeout from the Pumas, they were able to re-adjust and get the ball
back, Paige was able to earn a point along with Angelica for the Pumas.
The All-Stars were determined to win the first game, and Grace Shifter, as
well as Rosie Palacios, scored 4 points combined to get the score to 24.
Simone from the Pumas was able to earn her team 4 points from her
underhand serves with one ace serve. The first game ended with the All-Stars
taking the win of 25-13. The second game quickly started with the All-Stars
with the ball, Jena earned her team 3 early points along with Karla who
earned her 4 points with her serves. On the Pumas, Josalyn earned her team 6
points but also encouraged her teammates and kept a positive vibe on the
court. Angelica Sotelo did a great job serving this match and helped earn 3
points for her team. During the second game, both teams were seen hustling
around the court and calling for the ball throughout the game. It would be
Paige Wilson ending the second game and bringing the win for the Pumas
with her 4 underhand serves. This called for a third game to be played to
decide the winner of the match, the Pumas started with the serve but the
All-Stars got it right back, Karla was able to earn a point as well as Grace who
both used their underhand. Heidi Stauber was the one to watch when she
came to serve, she was able to score 2 points with one ace serve for the
All-Stars, unfortunately, this was all the scoring left for the All-Stars as the
Pumas rallied back with amazing teamwork from Lauren, Angelica, and
Simone who each scored to win the match, 15-10.
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CADET LEAGUE

JUNIOR LEAGUE

Gabe Parra, League Director
Junior at Wright College
GParra@nbgc.org

Lily Lebron, League Director
Junior at Northeastern Illinois University
Lily@NBGC.org
The first game this past Saturday was one where the Angels clinched the
Championship title in the Junior League. The game started with Chloe Golden of
the Pumas and Julissa Perea of the Angels took on the faceoff to start the game.
The game started with a quick goal where Natalie Centeno made a pass to Julissa
Perea who would then shoot and score. The same tempo followed as Fiorenza
McDonagh-Mooney made a pass to Julissa who would yet score again. The
Pumas brought the intensity up as Chloe Golden made a pass to Katie Stein who
would shoot and trim the goal deficit the Angels created. Playing in as goalie the
first half for the Pumas was Ava Ramsey, Ava was able to shut down all the top
shelf shots that were created. Playing in as goalie for the Angels was Alani Perez,
who made 6 saves. As the second half began, Selma Temizel geared up to play
goalie and made 18 saves to try and keep the lead to a low. Playing in as goalie for
the Angels was Alison Salinas who made a great save that almost snuck its way
through the goal posts. Pushing the lead further was Alani Perez, when she made
an unassisted goal—shortly following was Julissa Perea, getting a hat-trick for
herself. Chloe Golden did not let the Angels gain too much momentum as she
made an unassisted goal by stickhandling past her defenders. Overall taking the
win for the Angels were: Natalie Centeno, Gabriela Delgado, Fiorenza McDonagh
-Mooney, Fiona O’Leary Bradford, Julissa Perea, Alani Perez, and Alison Salinas.
Playing for the Pumas were: Chloe Golden, Ava Ramsey, Katie Stein, Alexis
Taggert, and Selma Temizel.

This week featured some exciting games as we had playoffs to decide the
season champs. To start we had the Cougars and Hornets face off to decide the
winner of their division. The Hornets started fast and looked to pressure the
Cougars. TJ McDonagh scored the first goal of the game thanks to a nice assist
from Jett Palmersheim. The Hornets looked to keep the pressure on as Jett
Palmersheim scored a goal of his own to give the Hornets a two-goal lead. The
Cougars responded quickly as Smith Beeson scored to keep his team in it. Just
as both defenses looked to take control Connor Moll scored off a nice set up
from Jett Palmersheim to give the Hornets some breathing room. With Time
winding down in the half the Cougars got not one, but two goals. Smith Beeson
and Paulo Bombe scored back to back goals to tie the game right before
halftime. The second half was just as exciting as the first. Both teams fought
back and forth until the Hornets took the lead with a goal from Henry Timm.
The Hornets built on that momentum as Jett Palmersheim added another goal
to get them back to a two-goal lead. The Cougars needed a spark and Paulo
Bombe answered with a goal to bring the game within one. The Hornets were
on their heels as they had not one but two penalties in the last two minutes.
They needed a clutch penalty kill and their defense and goalie bailed them out
as they won a hard-fought game. Playing for the Hornets were Ethan Berg,
Mitchell Martorano, TJ McDonagh, Connor Moll, Cam Murray, Carlton
Murray, Jaxon Rubin, Henry Timm, and Jett Palmersheim. Playing for the
Cougars were Smith Beeson, Paulo Bombe, Frederick Dino, Noah Gaietto,
Charlie Jace Logan-Reynolds, Peter Martin, Oliver May, Curtis Peel, and JJ
Stoner.
That playoff game was followed the next day by a memorable championship
game. The Bobcats and Hornets faced off in a game both teams will remember.
The first period started with both teams getting a feel for each other. Both
defenses pressured the puck and didn’t want to give an inch. Both sides needed
to use crisp passing and Antonio Yanez found Max Uytiepo who scored from
around half court to give the Bobcats an early 1-0 lead. The Hornets did not
want to let momentum slip away and looked to pressure the Bobcats defense.
Connor Moll put a nice shot on goal that was stopped but Jaxon Rubin did not
give up as he cleaned up for the game tying goal. The Bobcats wanted to
answer back and take the lead before halftime and did just that as Antonio
Yanez got his second assist with a nice goal from Joe Zachar. The second half
took a slower pace as both teams tried to adjust to some smothering defense.
Both goalies looked unstoppable as they kept the other team from grabbing
momentum. It looked as if the Bobcats were going to hold on until Jaxon Rubin
found Cam Murray for the game tying goal. It was fitting that these teams went
to overtime as both sides could not be more equally matched. On top of that it
took not only one, but two overtimes to find a winner. Noah Oyer found Max
Uytiepo who fired a shot that barely missed the goalie for the game winning
goal. This was an amazing game from both sides, as neither team dominated
and both played exceptionally well. Playing for the Bobcats were Jack Cherry,
Aidan Drogosz, Jake Gettelman, Noah Oyer, Landon Roark, Ben Stoelinga, Max
Uytiepo, Antonio Yanez, and Joe Zachar. Playing for the Hornets were Ethan
Berg, Mitchell Martorano, TJ McDonagh, Connor Moll, Cam Murray, Carlton
Murray, Jaxon Rubin, Henry Timm, and Jett Palmersheim.

NBGC Administrative Contact Info
Jeffrey Sadowski, Executive Director
773-463-4161 x 116
jsadowski@nbgc.org
Bonnie Werstein, Director of Operations
773-463-4161 x 113
bonnie@nbgc.org
Julie Stone, Finance Manager
773-463-4161 x 118
finance@nbgc.org
Bill Abplanalp, Director of Development
773-463-4161 x 115
bill@nbgc.org

Candice Werstein, Community Relations & Special
Events Manager
773-463-4161 x 110
candice@nbgc.org
Maria Gomez, Director of Social Programs
773-463-4161 x 117
maria@nbgc.org
Shakila Reynolds, Coonley Afterschool Director
773-463-4161 x 114
shakila@nbgc.org
Nissa Finch, Bateman & Cleveland Afterschool Director
773-463-4161 x 112
nissa@nbgc.org
Tim Jensen, Athletic Director
773-463-4161 x 111
tjensen@nbgc.org

The second game of the day was a game where everyone was on the edge of their
seat—the Wildcats and Twisters took on each other. Playing with no goalie the
entire game for the Wildcats, this allowed the Twisters to take advantage and get
more goals. Making the first goal of the game for the Wildcats was Lilly Cohen,
who was assisted by Anna Queroz. The Twisters were able to respond loudly with
two goals of their own, from Isabel Holloway—assisted by Amanda Siefert, and
Amanda making a goal of her own. This allowed for the Twisters to be in the lead.
The Wildcats found a way to snap the lead of the Twisters and tie the game
as Georgia Gutierrez made a goal, unassisted. As the second half started, Elaine
Uriostegui made a goal to put the Wildcats in the lead—while the Twisters
worked hard on getting more shots on net. Getting many shots on net were Lilly
Rubino and Gigi Magoulias. Overall, taking the win for the Wildcats were: Lilly
Cohen, Elaine Uriostegui, Anna Queroz, and Georgia Gutierrez. Playing for
the Twisters were: Isabel Holloway, Gigi Magoulias, Peyton Marrero, Lilly
Rubino, and Amanda Siefert.

PRE-K CUBBIES
CUBBIES

Co-Directors

CUBBIES

Nikki Santos
Sophomore at Niles North High School
nikki@nbgc.org
Julianna Hasselberger
Junior at Lane Tech College Prep
Julianna@nbgc.org
This past Saturday, the Cubbies had a
blast with crafts for Jungle Safari day!
They began the day coloring some
jungle animals while listening to some
awesome jungle music. Our next
activity was to make paper chain
snakes with interactive parts! Next,
we played some animal themed
Simon says, and the kids had a great
time pretending to be their favorite jungle animals. Our final activity of
the day was to make animal masks! The kids chose their favorite animals
and the leaders helped them come to life! Next week the Cubbies should
come prepared to dig up some fossils for Let's Visit the Dino's-Day!

PREP LEAGUE
Gabe Bikoma, League Director
Junior at Northeastern Illinois University
GBikoma@nbgc.org
One of the last days of Prep floor hockey was Tuesday and ended with the
All-Stars against the Scorpions. The All-Stars started the game on fire with Vincent
Miller assisting Sean Groh and Ben Dworkin. Emmett Glascott assisted Reid
Shrifter on another goal. That was followed by Kade Kielnik assisting Malachi
AppleBaum. Vincent and Malachi both added to the lead with unassisted goals.
The Scorpions made a goal with Brian Moll assisting Anthony Kraman. Scorpions
goalie John Conant made 15 saves. All-Star goalie Noah Kharouf recorded 5
saves. In the second half the Scorpions defense put more pressure on the All-Stars
but were unable to score, John Thenstedt made 11 saves in the shutout. The
All-Stars were able to score 4 more times with Vincent, Will Huge, and Ben
scoring unassisted and Noah added the final goal of Will’s pass. Andrew Brendel
was in the net for the Scorpions adding 7 saves to his total. Playing for the
Scorpions were Andrew Brendel, Matthew Brendel, Angus Cameron, John
Conant, Charlie Fee, Anthony Kraman, Brian Moll, Jack Rogers, and Cole Ryan.
For the All-Stars were Will Huge, Noah Kharouf, Kade Kielnik, William Faircloth,
John Thenstedt, Angel Hernandez, Adam Awan, Lucas Hereford, Reid Shrifter,
Ben Dworkin, Luca Marsh, Vincent Miller, Malachi Applebaum, Sean Groh, and
Emmett Glasscot.
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